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Design for Fixturability (DFF)
Methodology for Commodity
Parts: A Case Study With
Connecting Rod Designs
This paper presents a methodology called ‘Design for Fixturability’ (DFF). This meth
ology enables designers to perform manufacturability analysis of their product des
upfront into the design process. The DFF approach provides a mapping between
metric representation of a part design and fixturing capability of a facility and presen
methodology to evaluate the design with respect to the fixturing capabilities. The m
odology is applicable to the mass-production commodity parts and part families, w
typically require dedicated manufacturing facilities. A prototype DFF system for conn
ing rods of an automotive engine is developed. The system enables the designers to
the connecting rods by considering the fixturing (datums) capabilities of existing m
facturing facilities during the concept design stage, when design parameters are sti
frozen. The DFF system analyzes the design with respect to fixturing capabilitie
facilities and generates suggestions for the designer, to modify his design if requ
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1481036#
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Introduction
In this era of increased global competition, more knowled

able and informed consumers then ever, rapidly changing c
sumer needs, and increasing pressure on prices, the compani
more and more relying on reducing their cost of manufacturing
increase their profits, and in some industries just to stay profita
There is an increasing emphasis on reducing the fixed-cost c
ponent of the total cost, which really becomes a problem in
times of economic downturn, when the volumes are low an
becomes extremely difficult to even break-even. This is parti
larly true of industries where business is cyclical in nature—
instance Auto Industry. Global competition and rapidly chang
consumer needs are also making it hard to forecast product
umes. As a result companies are finding it more and more c
lenging to setup dedicated facilities for their products. Idea
companies want to manufacture low volume products at the s
competitive cost as their high volume products, which en
economies of scale. One way they can do that is by leveraging
facilities, which are currently producing similar products and ha
an excess capacity. The probability of finding such a faci
within an organization or with a manufacturing partner, which c
manufacture the new product without making significant chan
to a product line and fixturing, is not very high. This is partic
larly true for mass production commodity parts, which typica
require dedicated manufacturing facilities. The probability of fin
ing such an existing facility can be significantly increased, if d
signers have an access to the capabilities of manufacturing fa
ties upfront into the design process, at the concept design s
This will enable product designer to adapt his design to fit
fixturing capabilities of an existing manufacturing facility. In o
der to accomplish this, we are proposing a new methodol
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called ‘Design for Fixturability’~DFF!. By using this methodol-
ogy, the companies will be able to better utilize the fixturing c
pabilities of existing manufacturing facilities particularly for prod
ucts with low or unpredictable volumes, where setting up a n
dedicated facility may not make much of economic sense.

A schematic of a DFF system is shown in Fig. 1. As shown
the figure, a product designer will be able to submit his desi
over the Internet, to DFF analysis service~DFFAS!, to perform
manufacturability analysis of his design. The DFFAS will analy
the design with respect to the capabilities of existing facilities a
will generate redesign suggestions for the designer, in real ti
The DFFAS will also generate suggestions for the manufactur
partners to introduce flexibility in their lines. The manufacture
will also be able to create and update their capability databa
over the Internet, stored at a central server, using the DFF sys
The capability databases for a given commodity part, are rep
sented in a common format.

We have used DFF approach to develop a prototype DFF s
tem for connecting rod of an automotive engine. We have imp
mented DFFAS module of DFF system using Java™ progra
ming language because of its platform independence and
suitability for Internet-based applications.

ed
Fig. 1 DFF system schematic
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The rest of the paper is organized in the following mann
Section 2 reviews some of the work done in the area of manu
turability analysis. In Section 3, DFF methodology is present
Section 4 presents a description of DFF system for connecting
and DFF analysis results for an example part. Finally, the pa
concludes by summary, conclusion and future work.

Previous Work

Manufacturability Analysis „DFM, DFA, DFX …. In the last
few decades, researchers and companies have paid a great d
attention on integrating the design and manufacturing activitie
an enterprise in an effort to reduce the number of iterations
well as iteration cycle time between design and manufactu
activities; which in turn results in faster time-to-market and hi
quality products. These efforts@1# have given birth to methodolo
gies such as design for manufacturability~DFM!, design for as-
sembly ~DFA!, design for production~DFP! or more generally
design for X~DFX! where X represents a broad variety of desi
considerations.

Several tools and methods have been developed to perform
tomated manufacturability analysis of a design and to prov
redesign suggestions to a designer. Hayes et al.@2,3# developed
Manufacturing Evaluation Agent to identify cost-critical desig
tolerances and to generate cost reducing design suggestion
prismatic parts in rapid prototyping environment. Hayes@4# de-
scribed a Design Advisor, which provides specific redesign s
gestions to the designer so as to reduce the overall manufa
ability cost. Chu et al. @5# has presented an approach f
manufacturability analysis of prismatic parts, which classifies p
features according to tool approach directions. The numbe
setups is then minimized by combining features with the sa
tool approach direction in a same setup. Gupta@6# presented an
approach, which is based on systematic exploration of vari
machining plans, to provide manufacturability feedback for
parts to be machined on 3-axis vertical machining center.
work mentioned above, mainly focused on low-volume cust
CNC machining domain, whereas DFF approach we are pres
ing deals with the machining of mass production commodity pa
typically machined in a dedicated facility.

Taylor et al.@7# described a new DFX strategy, called ‘desig
to fit an existing environment’~DFEE!, which enables one to un
derstand impact of new product introduction on the existing
pacity and anticipated product mix of the manufacturing facility
the product design stage, so that design can be modified to m
mize the disruption. More recently Herrmann et al.@8# introduced
a new decision support tool called ‘Design for Production’~DFP!
to help understand the performance of manufacturing system
analyzing the capacity requirements and estimating the manu
turing cycle time upfront at the design stage. Minis et al.@9# has
described a general approach to perform plan-based par
specific manufacturability evaluation and partner selection for
tailed design. But in their work they have not mentioned how
access capabilities of manufacturing partners. Our DFF appro
allows manufacturing partners to create and update their manu
turing ~fixturing! capabilities, in a common format over the Inte
net. This capability database is then used by the DFF system
perform DFF analysis on a given design of a commodity part

Role of Internet in Manufacturability Analysis. Wang et al.
@10#, described the vision and current developments in a dist
uted design~CAD! and manufacturing environment and the ro
of Internet in this new environment. They described future ma
facturing environment to be a global manufacturing commun
with various members providing different manufacturing servic
and facilities. Our DFF system is addressing one of the requ
ments they mentioned, to form a global manufacturing commu
i.e., to have central analysis service to guide users to the r
facility.
22 Õ Vol. 2, MARCH 2002
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CyberCut@11# is the project going on at the University of Cal
fornia at Berkeley to develop manufacturing service for rapid
sign and fabrication of mechanical parts over the Internet. K
et al. @12# developed a design interface for CyberCut, called W
bCAD. WebCAD is an on-line CAD tool which designer can u
to define the final geometry of the part to be readily machin
with the 3-axis milling machine. Inouye et al.@13#, described Me-
chanical Design Rule Checker~MDRC! to perform manufactur-
ability checks for web-based 3-axis machining. The checks
performed real-time in the CAD system, on each DSG feat
~such as holes, rectangular pockets, arbitrarily shaped pock!,
during the design process. Veeramani et al.@14# developed an
agent-based system called ‘WebScout’, that enables matchma
between customers who have matching needs and the supp
who have capability to meet those needs. The suppliers in t
case are machine job shops whereas our DFF methodolog
applicable to special-purpose facilities dedicated to a partic
commodity. Some other work@15–19# in the area of web-based
design/manufacturability analysis and concurrent engineering
found interesting, is also listed in the reference section.

Design for Fixturability
Design for Fixturability paradigm describes a technique

evaluate a manufacturability of a part design with respect to
fixturing capabilities of existing manufacturing facilities dedicat
to the same commodity part. The part fixturability is computed
looking at the dimensions or parameters of a given part and lo
tion and size of machining datums for a manufacturing facility.
the part is found to be not manufacturable in a given facility w
respect to machining datums, suggestions are generated fo
designer to adapt his design to fit the fixturing capabilities of
manufacturing facility. Suggestions can also be generated
manufacturers to introduce flexibility in their manufacturing~fix-
turing! capabilities.

In the present work, the following assumptions are made:

1. Parametric geometric representation of a concept desig
available.

2. A given commodity part is forged or cast to its near n
shape prior to its machining. The amount of stock to
machined is small and the parametric representation o
concept model can be used for preliminary DFF analys
Note that for more accurate analysis different parame
representation for each setup may be required to truly r
resent in-process geometry for each setup.

3. A given commodity part is fixtured in a similar manner b
different manufacturing facilities, i.e., same machining d
tums are used.

Steps for DFF. Under these assumptions, the following d
scribes the steps of the proposed DFF methodology.

1. Identify a parametric representation of a commodity p
design:

P5$p1,p2, . . . .pn% (1)

whereP is a set of the geometric/engineering parameters andn is
the total number of parameters. An instance of the part design
be represented, for example, as a list of parameter namespi and
their values.

2 Identify machining datums to hold the part for each mach
ing operation:

D5$d1,d2, . . . ,dm% (2)

where D is a set of the machining datums andm is the total
number of machining datums,

3 For each datumdj , identify dependent parameter set DPj of
the design parameters that affect the location of datumdj :

DPj,P (3)

where j 51, . . . . . . ..,m. Let critical parameter set Cbe the
Transactions of the ASME
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union of all dependent parameter sets:

C5 ø
j51

m

DPj (4)

4 Partition critical parameter setC to the following three sub-
sets: 1! setCf , of the parameters that affect primal produ
function, 2! setCn of the parameters that affect non-functio
factors such as weight and assembly, and 3! set Cc of the
parameters that affect both~we will refer to as ‘‘combo’’—
combination of function and other factors!:

C5CføCnøCc (5)

whereCf , Cn , andCc are disjoint each other.
5 Use the following format to represent and store the capab

information of various manufacturing facilities for a give
commodity part:

Company Name
Manufacturing Facility
Available Capacity (units/per year)
Part to be machined

For (each setup)
Operations: operation-1, operation-2,. . . , operation-n
For ~each datum dj !

a) name
b) type (such as circular, rectangular)
c) size (e.g., diameter for a circular datum, height & wid
for a rectangular datum)
d! location in six degrees of freedom (x,y,z,u,g,v)

6 For each datumdj , compute a feasible regionF j,R3 on a
given design, using geometric information, and machin
rules and constraints for the given commodity part.

7 For each datumdj , check whether its location in a give
manufacturing facility is withinF j . If the location ofdj is
outside ofF j , compute the amount of predefined violatio
n5n~p!, wherep is a vector parameters inDPj , which are
causing the violation.

8 For each parameterpi in p, solve n~p!50 algebraically or
iteratively, to obtainpi* that eliminate the violation. Generat
redesign suggestions to changepi to pi* , sorted in the order
of: 1! suggestions to changepiPCn , 2! suggestions to
changepiPCc , and 3! suggestions to changepiPCf . This
sorting is to prioritize the redesign with the parameters t
have no or less impact on the product functions, over
ones with more impact.

9 In order to analyze and generate suggestions for the
families, following procedure can be followed:

a! Identify all the critical parameters or dimensions for whi
part family suggestions are required.

b! Identify the datum dependency parameter sets, which c
tains critical parameters for which part family range is to
computed.

c! Compute the range of the critical parameters with respec
each of the identified datums.

d! Compute the most restrictive upper and lower bounds,
yond which either the feasible region or a manufacturing rule
violated.

e! Report the restrictive bounds to the designer as an allow
range for part family design.

The designer can only adopt one suggestion each time
analysis is run on a given design. After modifying the design,
needs to run analysis again to generate a new set of suggestio
high-level algorithm for a DFF system is summarized below:

read (design file)
extract critical dimensions
create feasible region for each datum
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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read (capability databases)
for (each facility)

for (each setup)
extract the datum size and location

for (each facility)
for (each setup)

for each datum
compute the datum violations
identify the critical dimensions causing violations
identify the classification info of critical dimension
create suggestion
add suggestion to the suggestion list

sort the suggestions
report all the suggestions to the designer
store suggestions for manufacturer in its suggestion databa

Implementation of the DFF System
The DFF system for connecting rod provides a simultane

engineering environment for both designers and manufacturer
automotive connecting rods. It enables the designers to design
connecting rods by considering the capabilities of existing ma
facturing facilities upfront at the design stage. The system a
enables the manufacturers of connecting rods to create and up
the database of their capabilities. The fixturing capabilities~ma-
chining datums! for a facility are represented in the common fo
mat described in the previous section.

A prototype DFF system for connecting rods is implemen
using the Java™ programming language. The main GUI~design-
er’s interface! is shown in Fig. 2, which will be eventually con
verted into Java™ servelet, so that designers can access it ove
Internet. Using the main GUI the designer specifies the name
design file and a manufacturing facility. She also has an option
checking her design against all the manufacturing facilities. T
parametric data of a connecting rod design is stored in a p
ASCII file using name-value format, and the manufacturing ca
bility information is stored in an ASCII file using XML~Exten-
sible Markup Language! representation.

The connecting rod design information is stored in an obj
called DesignParser. Design Parser class has methods to re
critical design parameters from the input design file. It also c
tains methods to create a feasible region for each machining
tum. The feasible region of a datum is represented by ano
object called DatumFeasibleRegion.

A list of capability databases of connecting rod manufactu
is contained in an object called CrMachiningDatabase. The
pability database for each manufacturer is represented by
other object called MachineDatabaseFileParser, which cont
methods to retrieve datum information for a facility. Datum da
such as type, size and location is represented by an object c
DatumInfo.

The redesign suggestions for the designer are generated b
object called SuggestionGenerator. A suggestion is represente
an object called Suggestion, which contains data such as typ
suggestion~function, non-function or combo!, facility name and a

Fig. 2 Main GUI „designer Interface … of connecting rod DFF
system
MARCH 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 23
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message text. A list of all suggestions is stored in an object ca
SuggestionList. The class SuggestionList contains methods to
and report the suggestions to the designer and manufacturers

Example Case Studies
A typical connecting rod is shown in Fig. 3. The function of

connecting rod is to transfer reciprocating motion of the pist
into rotating motion of the crankshaft. The function and perfo
mance of a connecting rod is heavily dependent on dimens
such as center-to-center distance~CToC!, crank-pin bore diameter
~CPbD!, piston-pin bore diameter~PPbD! and thickness of the rod
~Thk!. Besides this, dimension such as width~Wid! of the rod is
assembly driven as it cannot be greater than cylinder block b
diameter, for assembly purposes.

The connecting rods are generally first forged or sintered
then machined to final size. The machining of a typically conne
ing rod involves operations such as rough, finish, grind thr
faces, drill, tap and chamfer bolt holes, rough, finish and ho
crank pin and piston pin bores. For all these operations, rod is h
in a similar manner using the machine datumsA1 , A2 andA3 on
the thrust face of the rod, datumZ1 on side of the rod and datum
Y1 andY2 on pin end of the rod as shown in Fig. 4.

Let us use the DFF system to analyze a connecting rod de
with the critical dimensions as shown in Fig. 3, for manufacturi
~fixturing! feasibility with respect to machining facilitiesf 1 , f 2 ,
f 3 , f 4 and f 5 each with slightly different fixturing capabilities
~location of machining datums!. The set of machining datums
dependency parameter sets for datums, critical parameter set
critical parameter classification sets are included in the Appen
for reference purpose.

Case 1 (a): DFF analysis with respect facility f1 currently ma-
chining CR with Datum A1 location different (lower) from the one
required for the given design

The following are the suggestions generated by the DFF sys
for the given connecting rod design with respect to facilityf 1 .

Suggestion 1:
Facility: f 1
Suggestion Type: combo
Suggestion: Datum A1 does not clear the Piston Pin Bore.

Reduce PistonPin end OD (PPEod) by 0.41 mm

Suggestion 2:
Facility: f 1
Suggestion Type: function
Suggestion: Datum A1 does not clear the Piston Pin Bore.

Reduce PistonPin bore (PPbD) by 0.29 mm.

Both of the above suggestions are illustrated in Fig. 5~b! and
Fig. 5~c!. DatumA1 should clear the piston pin bore chamfer by

Fig. 3 A typical connecting rod
24 Õ Vol. 2, MARCH 2002
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mm. But as shown in Fig. 5~a!, datumA1 overlaps the piston pin
bore chamfer. The object Suggestion Generator compares
bounds of a feasible region for datumA1 of given design with the
location of datumA1 of existing design, to compute the overlap
In order for datumA1 to clear piston pin bore chamfer by 1.0 mm
the SuggestionGenerator object generates two suggestions.

The first suggestion is to reduce the piston pin end outer
ameter ~PPEod! by 0.41 mm, i.e., fromb1 to b2 , which is
computed as:

b12b25overlap/cos~45 deg! (6)

whereoverlap5distance by which DatumA1 overlaps the piston
pin bore chamfer.

The second suggestion is to reduce the piston pin bore~PPbD!
by 0.29 mm~overlap! i.e., from a1 to a2 , which is simply com-
puted as:

a12a25overlap (7)

Note how DFF system has sorted the suggestions. The sug
tion of reducing the piston-pin end outer diameter is made first
changing this parameter mainly affects the weight of the rod an
has little impact on the function and performance of the rod. N
that this also depends on the amount of change, and it requ
designer discretion to determine whether the change is approp
or not.
Case 1 (b): DFF analysis with respect facility f2 currently ma-
chining CR with Datum A1 location different (higher) from the
one required for the given design

For the same connecting rod design, following suggestions
generated by the DFF system with respect to facilityf 2 with

Fig. 4 A connecting rod showing machining datums

Fig. 5 Location of datum A 1 of facility f 1 , with respect to 3
design variations of example connecting rod
Transactions of the ASME
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slightly different fixturing capabilities.

Suggestion 1:
Facility: f 2
Suggestion Type: non-function
Suggestion: Datum A1 does not have enough overlap (3 mm.

Increase shank cut start by 2.73 mm.

Suggestion 2:
Facility: f 2
Suggestion Type: non-function
Suggestion: Datum A1 does not have enough overlap (3 mm.

Increase PistonPin End OD (PPEod) by 3.86 mm.

Both suggestions are illustrated in Fig. 6~b! and Fig. 6~c!. da-
tum A1 should have a minimum material overlap of 3 mm. A
shown in Fig. 6~a!, with the given design, if it were to be ma
chined in facility f 2 , datumA1 has an overlap of only 1 mm
which is computed by comparing the location of shank cut (t1)
with the lower bound of the datumA1 . In order to increase the
overlap to 3 mm, the DFF system has made two design sug
tions. The first suggestion as shown in Fig. 6~b! is to simply
increase the start of shank cut by 2.73 mm, i.e., fromt1 to t2 and
is classified as non-function, as it mainly affects the weight of
rod. The other suggestion is to increase the piston pin end o
diameter~PPEod! by 3.86 mm~52.0/cos~45 deg!!, i.e., fromb3
to b4 and is also classified as non-function as it also affects
weight of the rod.

Case 2 (a): DFF analysis with respect facility f3 currently ma-
chining CR with Datums A2 & A 3 locations different (lower) from
the one required for the given design

Following suggestions are generated by the DFF system for
given connecting rod design with respect to facilityf 3 .

Suggestion 1:
Facility: f 3
Suggestion Type: combo
Suggestion: Datum A2 /A3 does not have enough overlap.

Reduce PistonPin end od (PPEod) by 2.12 mm

Suggestion 2:
Facility: f 3
Suggestion Type: function
Suggestion: Datum A2 /A3 does not have enough overlap.

Reduce center-to-center (CToC) distance by 1.5 mm.
The situation is shown in Fig. 7. DatumsA2 and A3 should

have a minimum overlap of 3 mm. As shown in Fig. 7~a!, with the
given design, DatumsA2 /A3 have an overlap of only 1.5 mm, i
it were to be machined in facilityf 3 , which is computed by com-
paring the lower bound of the feasible region for datumsA2 /A3 of
given design with the location of datumsA2 /A3 of CR currently
being machined in the facility. In order to increase the overlap
3 mm, two design suggestions are generated by the system
first suggestion is to reduce the piston pin outer diameter~PPEod!
by 2.12 mm ~51.5/cos~45 deg!!. Note in Fig. 7~c! that center-to-
center distance~CToC! is still c1 . The suggestion is classified a
combo for the same reasons as stated earlier in cases 1 and 2
second suggestion is to reduce the center-to-center distance b

Fig. 6 Location of datum A 1 of facility f 2 , with respect to 3
design variations of example connecting rod
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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mm, i.e., fromc1 to c2 , as shown in Fig. 7~b!, and is classified as
function driven.
Case 2 (b): DFF analysis with respect facility f3 currently ma-
chining CR with Datums A2 & A 3 locations different (higher)
from the one required for the given design

Following suggestions are generated by the DFF system for
same connecting rod design with respect to facilityf 4 .

Suggestion 1:
Facility: f 4

Suggestion Type: non-function
Suggestion: Datum A2 /A3 does not have enough overlap.
Increase PistonPin end OD (PPEod) by 1.4 mm

Suggestion 2:
Facility: f 4

Suggestion Type: function
Suggestion: Datum A2 /A3 does not have enough overlap.

Increase center-to-center distance~CToC! by 1.0 mm.

DatumsA2 andA3 should have a minimum overlap of 3 mm
As shown in Fig. 8~a!, with the given design, datumsA2 andA3

have an overlap of only 2.0 mm, if it were to be machined
facility f 4 , which is computed by SuggestionGenerator object
comparing the upper bound of the feasible region for datu
A2 /A3 of given design with the location of datumsA2 /A3 of CR
currently being machined in the facility. In order to increase t
overlap to 3 mm, two design suggestions are generated by
system. The first suggestion, is to keep center-to-center~CToC!
distance same asc3 but increase the piston pin end outer diame
~PPEod! by 1.41 mm ~51.0/cos~45 deg!!, as shown in Fig. 8~c!.
It is classified as non-function, as it only impacts the weight of
rod. The second suggestion is to increase the center-to-ce
~CToC! distance by 1.0 mm, i.e., fromc3 to c4 as shown in Fig.
8~b! and is classified as function driven.
Case 3: DFF analysis with respect facility f5 currently machining
CR with Datum Z1 location different from the one required for th
given design

Following suggestions are generated by the DFF system for
given connecting rod design with respect to facilityf 5 .

Suggestion 1:
Facility: f 5

Suggestion Type: function
Suggestion: Datum Z1 is violated.

Increase width of the rod by 1 mm.

Fig. 7 Location of datums A 2 and A 3 of facility f 3 , with respect
to 3 design variations of example connecting rod
MARCH 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 25
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In the case of facilityf 5 , the location of datumZ1 is such that
the given design of the rod with width of 82 mm cannot be m
chined in this facility, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The width of the rod
must be modified to 81 mm, as illustrated in Fig. 9~b!, for the rod
to be machined in this facility.

Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, a new methodology called ‘Design for Fixturab

ity’ ~DFF! is introduced, which enables product designers to ad
their designs according to the fixturing capabilities of existi
manufacturing facilities, thus reducing the need to have all n
fixturing for every new product design. The methodology is a
plicable to the design and manufacturing of mass production c
modity parts, which are typically manufactured in special-purp
dedicated facilities. A prototype DFF system for an automot
connected rod is also developed, as part of this work, to prove
the methodology. The initial results for the example case study
discussed above, are very encouraging. The future work will
clude extension of the DFF methodology to the special purp
dedicated facilities with limited flexibility. Currently DFF meth
odology is presented with respect to fixturing capabilities o
facility, but in future DFF methodology can also be extended
take into account other capabilities of a manufacturing facility

Fig. 8 Location of datums A 2 and A 3 of facility f 4 , with respect
to 3 design variations of example connecting rod

Fig. 9 8 Location of datums A 2 and A 3 of facility f 5 , with re-
spect to 2 design variations of example connecting rod
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Appendix
The set of machining datums for the given connecting rod

given by

D5$A1 ,A2 ,A3 ,Z1 ,Y1 ,Y2%

The datum dependency parameter sets are given as follows:

DPA15$PPbd,PPEod,SCD%

DPA2/A35$CPbd,PPEbd,CToC,Wid,Hu,Hl %

DPZl5$Wid,Thk,CtoC%

DPY1/Y25$PPEod,Thk%

The set of critical parametersC is given by:

C5$CToC,CPbd,PPbd,Wid,Thk,PPEod,SCD,Hu,Hl %

The critical parameter classification setsCf , Cn andCc are given
as follows:

Cf5$CToC,CPbd,PPbd%

Cn5$Wid,SCD,PPEod,Thk%

Cc5$PPEod,Thk,Hu,Hl %
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